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Glossary

Abbreviation Expansion

CDO Core Data Object, fundamental data unit understood by theMaestro middleware and communicated between the Maes-tro middleware and its applications
CLM Community Land Model
COSMO A non-hydrostatic limited-area atmospheric predictionmodel
CSCS Swiss National Supercomputing Centre
DFT Density Functional Theory, a computational method forquantum-mechanical simulation
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
FDB The Fields Database
GPU Graphics Processing Unit, a processor optimised for displayfunctionality
HPC High-performance computing
IFS Integrated Forecast System
MARS Meteorological Archival and Retrieval System, ECMWF’s per-petual archive for meteorological data
MCT Model Coupling Toolkit
MIO Maestro I/O interface
MPI Message Passing Interface
MPMD Multiple Programs Multiple Data Streams
NWP Numerical Weather Prediction
OASIS3-MCT A coupler between numerical codes representing differentcomponents components of the climate system
ParFlow An open-source, modular, parallel watershed flow model
MP Pool Manager
SCRIP Spherical Coordinate Remapping and Interpolation Package
TSMP Terrestrial Systems Modelling Platform, TerrSysMP
WP Work Package
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1 Introduction

This document describes the final evaluation of theMaestromiddleware fromthe applications’ perspective. For each application, deliverable D2.3 describesin detail at least one usage scenario, a small number of use cases derivedfrom each usage scenario and a larger number of requirements that aredefined based on the analysis of the use cases. The application partners havealso createdmodel workflows, which are described in detail in D2.4 [1]. Theseare simplified versions of existing workflows in actual use, designed to cap-ture the most salient characteristics of data movement across workflow com-ponents and thus to be able to demonstrate the benefits of Maestro withoutthe need for full re-engineering.These model workflows form the basis of the current evaluation and rep-resent four application areas:
• numerical weather prediction (ECMWF),
• computational fluid dynamics plus in-situ analysis (CEA),
• earth modelling system (JUELICH), and
• electronic structure calculation library (ETHZ).

For each of these applications, we provide a summary of both the actual us-age scenario(s) and the original model workflow, with much more detaileddiscussions available in deliverables D2.3 and D2.4.In order to be able to make use of some of the Maestro middleware’s fea-tures, many of the model workflows’ components, and sometimes the work-flows themselves, have had to be modified. These Maestro-enabled work-flows are used to validate those of the Maestro middleware’s features thatare most relevant for each of the applications. More specifically, a list ofdemonstrators have been created, each with a capability of validating a setof requirements.In this final document, we describe the steps and modification we havehad to apply to make each workflow Maestro-enabled. Then we provide a listof demonstrators we have built based on the Maestro-enabled workflows.We also outline how most of the requirements – derived from analysing theapplications’workflows in D2.1 and D2.3 – have been validated and howmanyof those requirements have been shown to be satisfied by the Maestro mid-dleware. When necessary, we also provide comparison with a similar demon-strator based on the original workflow.Apart from validating specific requirements, the demonstrators are alsoused to validate the Maestro-enabled workflows against the performancemetrics defined in D2.4.
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2 IFS numerical weather prediction system

2.1 Introduction

ECMWF runs operational weather forecasts four times a day and each ofthose runs executes the full operational workflow. The workflow consistsof three distinct parts: forecast model, post-processing, and dissemination.Crucially, the entire workflow needs to complete within a time-critical windowof one hour. The forecast system is responsible for creating an ensemble ofweather forecasts that predict the weather up to 15 days (or more) ahead. Italso contains dedicated I/O servers that carry out the necessary operationsto be able to produce global, two-dimensional fields, each representing thefull horizontal global domain at a given level of the atmosphere. Each field isstored and indexed in a domain-specific database of meteorological data, thefields database (FDB).Post-processing is triggered when all the necessary fields for a givenproduct have been made available. It applies user-defined requirements tobuild pipelines of transformations, such as conversion between spherical-harmonic and grid-point representations, interpolation, rotation, and crop-ping. The products then are re-encoded and written to the filesystem. Finally,the dissemination system reads the products from filesystem and distributesthem to ECMWF’s member states and commercial customers. Figure 1 showsa sketch of the workflow.

Figure 1: Full operational pipeline at ECMWF
Congestion in datamovement typically occurs between the forecastmodeland post-processing because of the large number of simultaneous read andwrite operations. There are multiple I/O servers per ensemble member andthe write pattern is per I/O server, while the read pattern is across the I/Oservers. The congestion often comes from the metadata handling while man-aging this.To capture this without running the entire operational pipeline, we havecreated a model workflow that contains most of the actual workflow com-ponents relevant for the Maestro project, but where the forecast model isreplaced by a tool called multio-hammer. It mocks the output production fromthe I/O servers and it is configurable to reproduce output patterns of currentoperational (and research) workflows as well as to match expected patterns
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from future forecasts (with higher resolution or more ensemble members,for example).There are two versions of the model workflow: one with the original soft-ware components and one, called the Maestro-enabled workflow, where thesome of these components have been adapted to use the Maestro middle-ware or replaced entirely by Maestro technologies.
2.2 Original model workflow

The original model workflow as well as the reasons and ways to derive it fromthe actual workflow are detailed in deliverable D2.4 [1]. It captures the es-sence of the I/O-related challenges being tackled within the Maestro project,whilst avoiding running the large number of tasks required to coordinate afull forecast. It simplifies the workflow to its three essential components.
• Data generation In an actual operational workflow, forecast data isrouted through a number of dedicated I/O nodes, each running a pre-defined number of producer I/O tasks. These output data via thedomain-specific I/O library, called multio. In the model workflow, wecreate a tool on top of the multio library to generate synthetic data.
• Metadata handling A key element of the actual workflow is that it isdriven bymetadata. The consumer needs to refer to the data it reads viaits metadata. So it is important that the generated data have metadatathat is identical to the actual data, even if the data itself is scientificallymeaningless.
• Datamovement Themovement of data between I/O-node producers andthe post-processing consumers is the bottleneck in the current opera-tion workflow, so they must also be well represented in the model work-flow. This is achieved by using the same consumer task in the modelworkflow as in the actual workflow.
Figure 1 shows both the operational and the model workflows, as wellas the steps taken to derive the model workflow form the operational one.The model workflow is executed by kronos, a workload manager that is alsoused for benchmarking at ECMWF, and consists of the following main soft-ware components.
• The Kronos executor Amongst other things, kronos is an event-drivenworkload manager. Given a (configurable) schedule, it acts as a meta-scheduler, submitting tasks to the system scheduler. These tasks cannotify kronos of events (startup, completion, error and the completionof intermediate steps) that will in turn trigger further submission of jobs.This component acts as a substitute for ECMWF’s large-scale forecastworkflow manager, ecflow [2].
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• multio-hammer The real forecast model is large, uses significant compu-tational resources, is complex to configure and needs to be carefullytuned to specific HPC systems. For the purposes of the Maestro project,the primary area of interest is the output from themodel via its I/O serv-ers. They can sink large number of fields of arbitrary size to a filesystem,object store or any other middleware. It can also send notifications to
kronos to trigger the post-processing.

• pgen The product-generation engine at ECMWF, which transforms fore-cast model output into the required products according to customer-specified requirement definitions. One pgen task is launched per com-pleted forecast step, and it reads output data from across all ensemblemembers. The pgen tasks included in this workflow perform tasks veryclose to those of the real post-processing, although on synthetic dataoutput from multio-hammer.
• fdb The Fields Database (FDB) [3] is the library and data service used tohandle, transfer, store and index meteorological objects in the forecastpipeline. It provides the I/O layer used by other components. This is themiddleware through which data transfer between the I/O-node produ-cers and the pgen consumers takes place.

2.3 Maestro-enabled model workflow

We aim to make use of the Maestro middleware to mitigate the congestionbetween the forecast and product generation. In the model workflow, itfully replaces fdb, which currently persists time-critical forecast data onto aglobally-visible parallel file system. Figure 2 shows a high-level view of howthe Maestro middleware is used to direct the time-critical part of the fore-cast output to the product-generation task, bypassing the global parallel filesystem.

Figure 2: Potential use of the Maestro middleware in operational workflow
We have used the model workflow to highlight the parts of the softwarestack that need to be modified if we are to make efficient use of the Maestro
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middleware. It has also provided a much simplified test environment to drivethe development of these modifications.We have identified and implemented the following changes to the modelworkflow.
• Extend the functionality of the multio library to be able to support ar-bitrary, configurable processing chains driven by metadata and thus toact as an I/O-server for the ocean as well as the atmospheric compon-ents of IFS (as opposed to being a purely I/O-library of the fortran-basedI/O-server inside the atmospheric model). It has been re-designed to ac-cept a configurable, extendable and composable list of actions. For thedemonstrations, we use just one action – the output (or ‘sink’) action –that is responsible for passing meteorological data to a storage system,database or, indeed, a data-management system. A backend to multioto support output to the Maestro core middleware has been developed.
• Create a software tool, based also on the multio and pgen libraries, thatis able to request data from the Maestro middleware using metadataqueries. It uses the select and subscribe mechanisms from the Maes-tro middleware’s event-handling architecture, which have been includedin the design for this purpose. This component is also responsible forpassing the data onto pgen for post-processing and distributing suchwork in a scalable manner.
• Adapt pgen to be multithreaded within a node. It is primarily designedas a multi-process application in the original workflow. In the Maestro-enabled version, there is a single ’broker’ thread on every node thatpostsmetadata queries based on the post-processing requirements andsubscribes to events that signal when a data object matching the queryis available for consumption. It then places the requirement and thecorresponding data handle into multithreaded data structures. Multipleworker threadsmay thus simultaneously process the requirements, oneat a time, using the data handle to facilitate the transfer of data on whichactual post-processing (interpolation cropping, etc.) is carried out. Fig-ure 3 provides a visual description of the Maestro-enabled workflow.It shows how the metadata-handling is decoupled from the actual datatransfer and how each consumer has been re-designed tomake the bestpossible use of the Maestro functionalities.
• Launch the consumers immediately at the beginning of the workflow.The Maestro middleware’s support for event subscriptions have madeit possible to do this, as opposed to than waiting for data from eachstep from each producer to be persisted on the parallel filesystem. In-deed, the dependency in the Maestro-enabled workflow is reversed aswe need to ensure that the consumers join the workflow before any ofthe producers, otherwise data may be lost. We have implemented twodifferent ways to support this: one through dependencies in the kronos
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workload manager, and one via subscriptions to the Maestro pool man-ager’s ’join’ events.

Figure 3: High-level overview of the Maestro-enabled workflow, emphasisingchanges to pgen, the post-processing component that acts as the consumer.Amulti-threaded design with one broker (B) andmultiple workers (W) enablesthe use of the Maestro architecture and the decoupling of metadata handlingfrom data transfer. The dashed lines indicate network communication neces-sary for metadata handling, while the solid lines indicate data transfer.
An important corollary of the last point is that data transfer through theentire Maestro-enabled model workflow is now completed once the last pro-ducer leaves the workflow. In the original workflow, there is always a delaybecause each consumer job can only launch once the corresponding datais known to have been persisted to the filesystem. Figure 4 shows an over-view of how the model workflow has been re-designed as part of making itMaestro-enabled. This development, together with the design changes to theconsumer shown in Figure 3, has been critical for make maximum use of theMaestro technologies.We note that the multio library only uses the Maestro core middlewaredirectly (i.e. it only links against libmaestro.so directly). What technologiesto use from the low-level middleware may be configurable at compile/runtime, but the low-level APIs will not be exposed to multio. Equally, the multiolibrary provides an I/O abstraction in the ECMWF software stack so that thescientific/computational layers do not need to know about what underlyingtechnology (multio backend) is being used.
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Figure 4: Overview of the design changes between the fdb-based originalworkflow and the Maestro-enabled workflow. The ensemble-based post-processing makes it possible to start the consumers immediately at the be-ginning of the workflow. They will be able to process fields as they becomeavailable, rather than having to wait until every producer completes a givenstep and persists the corresponding data on the filesystem.
2.4 Demonstrators description

Deliverables D2.1 [4] and D2.3 [5] define the list of requirements the applic-ations impose on the Maestro middleware. Being able to create a Maestro-enabled version of the IFS model workflow, which executes the same workas the original workflow, already suggests that the Maestro middleware sat-isfies the majority of the most important requirements. Nevertheless, it isinstructive to validate each requirement using a small number of dedicateddemonstrators.The demonstrators focus on a few broad categories of features: require-ments to cover basic functionalities, metadata manipulations, stress condi-tions, lifetime management and failure resilience. As a result, the demon-strators aim to be able to validate whether the following high-level featureshave been correctly implemented.
• Intelligent data movement. The general concept to consider informationabout where the data are likely to be needed in the decisions aboutwhere to store and how to transfer them.
• Data encapsulation. The concept that data can be encapsulated into aMaestro-specific abstraction and annotated with scientifically meaning-ful attributes. The Maestro middleware supports this through the ab-straction of the Core Data Object (CDO).
• Metadata handling. The ability of applications to access semantically re-lated data sets in the workflow. Data objects are referenced via their sci-entific meaning, rather than, for example, by their unique ids or names.The Maestro middleware supports these operations through its sup-port for CDO attributes and through an event-detection mechanism:
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users can subscribe to certain events based on attributes defined byan application-defined attribute schema.
• Stress conditions. The ability of the workflow to produce and consumemeteorological objects at a high rate. Operational weather forecastingis time-critical and one of the main motivations for the Maestro middle-ware is to be able to accommodate such use. This requires a manage-ment solution that supportsmultiple ways to transfer data. TheMaestromiddleware achieves this by creating a dedicated pool manager and bydecoupling the data transfer from the pool operations.
• Avoiding the globally-visible parallel file system. The concept that, for time-critical runs, it is possible to pass data from the forecast system to thepost-processing system without the requirement for disk-based index-ing and read/write operations.

Demonstrator components Based on the concepts above, we implementa set of demonstrators for the Maestro-enabled workflow. These are used toevaluate the extent to which the requirements outlined in D2.3 [5] are satis-fied. Each consists of one or more of the following components, dependingon level of complexity.
• A pool-manager application. This is the component that manages datarequest, access and transfer between other components of the work-flow. A single pool manager is used, although we demonstrate the pointat which multiple pool managers may be required.
• One or more multio-hammer instances, acting as producers. It is oftenenough to run a small number of these to validate parts of the Maestromiddleware’s features. However, a large number of these will be usedto demonstrate some functionality at scale.
• One or more consumer applications. Similarly, a small number of theseare enough to validate many of the requirements. But a larger numberof these are needed to demonstrate the Maestro middleware at scale.
• The kronos workload manager. This is unnecessary, and thus omitted,for smaller demonstrators that consist of only a few number of produ-cers and consumers. It is used, however, to demonstrate the Maestro-enabled version of larger workflows.

List of demonstrators In this final report, the evaluation efforts focus bothon the semantic requirements – many of which are prerequisites to build-ing a full Maestro-enabled model workflow – and on measuring its perform-ance against the metrics and baselines defined in D2.4 [1]. We list below thedemonstrators that have been developed to validate one or more require-ments from D2.3 [5].
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• Demonstrator 1 One producer and one pool manager. This is a minimalconfiguration, used to validate that communication between a client ap-plication and the pool manager can be established and that the data canbe wrapped in a Maestro-defined data structure – the Maestro CDO. Itcan also verify whether there is support for setting user-defined attrib-utes and whether the producer-side semantics of creating, passing, re-claiming and destroying CDOs works according to the specifications.
• Demonstrator 2 One producer, one consumer and one pool managerwithout data transfer. In addition to the validation from the previ-ous demonstrator, this is used to validate whether the event detectionmechanism in the Maestro middleware behaves as expected within thecontext of the IFS model workflow. The consumer creates a metadataquery and subscribes to an event that indicates if a CDO with metadatamatching that query is available for consumption. It then also valid-ates whether the event contains sufficient information to execute theproducer-side interface calls of creating, requesting and destroying thecorresponding CDO and whether the behaviour matches the Maestrospecifications. This demonstrator can also be used as a minimal bench-mark to measure the overhead of metadata communications only.
• Demonstrator 3 One producer, one consumer and one pool managerwith data transfer. In addition to the validation from the previousdemonstrators, this is used to validate that the data transfer does in-deed take place, that it corresponds to the correct description and thatit is identical to the data that has been produced. It can also be usedas a minimal benchmark to measure data transfer rates and their rel-ative costs to both metadata manipulations and to the costs of productgeneration.
• Demonstrator 4Multiple producers, multiple consumers, one pool man-ager and executing inside kronos. This is used to evaluate the samerequirements as the previous demonstrators but at scale. It is designedfor the execution of the full Maestro-enabled model workflow via kronosand is highly configurable. It can thus be used to validate the stress con-ditions and performance requirements from D2.4 [1].
• Demonstrator 5 Multiple producers, multiple consumers, multiple poolmanagers and executing inside kronos. This is the same as the previ-ous demonstrator except for using multiple pool managers to alleviatecontention in a single pool manager in larger workflows.
• Demonstrator 6 Multiple producers, multiple consumers, pool manager,a telemetry listener and using kronos. It is a modified version of the pre-vious demonstrator, when a listener application is added to the work-flow to provide telemetry information about the pool manager.
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2.5 Requirements evaluation

The list of tables below provides a summary of the requirements that thedemonstrators have attempted to evaluate as well as the final evaluationstatus for those requirements. Note that there may be requirements definedin D2.3 [5] that have not been considered for demonstrator evaluation.
Reference in D2.3 R1.1

Description Objects handled within Maestro can be describedand handled according to user-defined domain-specificmetadata.
Validation Demonstrator 1 describes data similar to the MARSa lan-guage before handing it over to Maestro.

aThe Meteorological Archival and Retrieval System, operationalat ECMWF since 1990
Evaluation status Validated. There exists a mechanism to create a user-defined attribute schema for domain-specific metadata.We have been able to use it to set attributes and to sub-scribe to events associated with data whose metadatamatches certain attributes.

Reference in D2.3 R1.2, R1.27

Description User-defined metadata should take the form of a dic-tionary of key-value pairs, or equivalently as a set of ar-bitrarily named attributes.
Validation Demonstrator 1 and the following demonstratorsdefines metadata as a set of named attributes, wherethe attributes match a user-provided schema. Calls tothe Maestro core API are expected to behave accordingto the Maestro core specifications.
Evaluation status Validated. The Maestro middleware’s support for namedattributes is adequate and its use has been successfullydemonstrated.

Reference in D2.3 R1.3a-d

Description Object retrieval should support metadata queries thatdescribe lists of values.
Validation Demonstrator 2 makes queries using lists of values.These queries are expected to succeed.
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Evaluation status Validated. The existing Maestro interface for handlingmetadata queries supports lists of values and thosequeries are successful. Furthermore, polling based onvalues of arbitrary metadata is successful and we havebeen able to initiate data transfer after polling when themetadata query is successful.

Reference in D2.3 R1.7a-c

Description Once data objects are handed over to Maestro, man-aging thesemust no longer be the application’s concern.
Validation Demonstrators 2 and 3 make the Maestro API calls thatare required by the ECMWF pipelines. They will notmakeany attempt to access or transport objects once they arehanded over to Maestro.
Evaluation status Validated. All ECMWF demonstrators have successfullycompleted without concern to transport and accessonce ownership has passed to Maestro. Also, data ob-jects have remained uniquely identifiable and there issupport for locating and accessing objects through theirmetadata.

Reference in D2.3 R1.8

Description Objects may have a minimum lifetime (possibly zero).
Validation Demonstrator 2 implements a consumer that needs ac-cess to the data some time after the data was handedover to Maestro. The access is expected to be grantedduring a user-defined period.
Evaluation status Validated. The applications can control the data ob-jects’ lifetimes through the four-step interface [6] of themaestro-core library.

Reference in D2.3 R1.10, R1.11, R.12

Description Requirements on Maestro’s error-handling functionality.
Validation During the demonstrators’ development, configuration,and execution, errors have, as expected, occurred andthus these requirements could be validated.
Evaluation status Validated. There exists an extensive error-handlingmechanism, most of which is also useful for users. Boththe hard-failure requirements of R1.10 and R1.12, andthe soft-failure support of R.11 have been met.
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Reference in D2.3 R1.14

Description Maestro to record and communicate usage statistics –type of storage used and their load, write (production)rate, read (consumption) rate, etc. – to human operatorsor system monitoring/logging tools.
Validation Demonstrator 6 has a workflow component that is cap-able of collecting timestamp-based statistics about theMaestro pool-manager. The usage statistics are expec-ted to be available and ready to be interpreted accordingto the specifications.
Evaluation status Partially validated. Timestamped statistics about any ofthe pool-manager’s events are available. With simplepost-processing it is possible to infer where computa-tional time is spent in the pool manager and where thebottlenecks may occur.

Reference in D2.3 R1.15a-d

Description The Maestro middleware must be able to cope with atleast 20,000 object creations per second per workflow.This is sustained for most of the workflow duration.
Validation Demonstrators 4 and 5 can be configured to create anarbitrarily large amount of mock data, which is scien-tifically meaningless but otherwise has the same charac-teristics as actual data. These are fed into the Maestro-enabled pipeline.
Evaluation status Partially validated. Synthetic meteorological data hasbeen generated and passed to Maestro to validate itsmetadata-handling capabilities, which has been suc-cessful. Onworkflows that include data transfer for eachCDO, we have managed to generate around 17,500 ob-jects of 804KiB each when running 50 producers, 50 con-sumers and 5 pool managers. This suggests the targetcan be achieved when using more resources. The di-vision of work to be able to use multiple independentpool managers has been made possible as a result ofMaestro developments. However, the use of multiplepool managers is not a truly general solution; work onthe multi-threaded and/or distributed pool manager isongoing.

Reference in D2.3 R1.16a-b
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Description The Maestro middleware must be able to support mul-tiple non time-critical workflows, creating at least a com-bined 150TiB data in an hour.
Validation Demonstrators 4 and 5 can be configured to create alarge volume (many hundreds of TiB) of mock data perhour to demonstrate Maestro’s ‘limits’.
Evaluation status Partially validated. Demonstration on a workflow with 50producers, 50 consumers and 5 pool manager can pro-cess around 40TiB of data in an hour. This suggests itmay be possible to achieve this requirement on a systemwith multiple pool managers on a few hundred nodes.However, the use of multiple pool managers is not atruly general solution; work on the multi-threaded an-d/or distributed pool manager is ongoing.

Reference in D2.3 R1.17

Description Object visibility within Maestro is handled transaction-ally. No partial state must be accessible.
Validation All of the demonstrators carry out sanity checks that ob-jects returned from Maestro are not in a partial state.Objects in partial state will trigger a hard failure. Thesesanity checks, however, will not be able to prove thatpartial states cannot exist.
Evaluation status Validated. During the demonstrator’s development, in-valid requests have resulted in errors indicating that par-tial states cannot be accessed.

Reference in D2.3 R1.19

Description Objects withinMaestro are handled consistently. No riskof undefined behaviour or data corruption.
Validation All demonstrators carry out sanity checks for consist-ency.
Evaluation status Validated. No data corruption or signs of undefined be-haviour have been observed in the final version of theMaestro core middlewarea.

aVersion 0.2

Reference in D2.3 R1.21

Description A single consumer must be able to iterate over a set ofobjects, even when this is too large to fit in memory atonce.
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Validation Demonstrator 2makes an attempt to iterating over largedata sets that typically do not fit into memory. The op-erations are expected to succeed.
Evaluation status Validated. There is support for this in the Maestro in-terface and we have not experienced out-of-memory er-rors related to the number and sizes of data objects weare iterating over. For large data sets, we observe a de-crease in the rate at which the data is transferred.

Reference in D2.3 R1.24

Description Once data objects are handed over to Maestro, theymust be immutable.
Validation The demonstrator attempts to create data with se-mantic meaning (metadata) identical to data thatalready exists within Maestro. That attempt is expectednot to mutate the existing data. It is expected either tofail or to create new data.
Evaluation status Partially validated. There has been no systematic valida-tion, but this is strongly supported in the Maestro mid-dleware design and we have found no evidence to thecontrary.

Reference in D2.3 R1.26

Description Consumer applications should not be required to knowthe size of the data prior to requesting it.
Validation Demonstrators 2, 3, 4 and 5 all have consumer applica-tions that request data from Maestro without specifyingthe size of the data.
Evaluation status Validated. Requesting data objects via their metadataonly – without specifying its name, unique identifier, orsize – has been used extensively and the behaviour is asexpected.

2.6 Performance evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the Maestro-enabled workflow, both for itsscalability and for its comparison with the original one. Deliverable D2.4defines the main performance baselines and evaluation metrics for the ori-ginal IFS model workflow. We use demonstrators 4, 5 and 6 from Section 2.4because those are the most complex and the most configurable. As a specialcase, with one producer and one consumer, we can also reduce to demon-strator 3. We carry out four sets of experiments.
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• Experiment 1 – scalability with a single pool manager Run a full Maestro-enabled workflow with producers and consumers. We maintain thesame workload per producer-consumer pair, running an equal num-ber of 50 steps per simulation, and vary only the number of produ-cers (equivalent to forecast ensemble members) and consumers (post-processing tasks). This is a fair configuration for testing the scalability ofthe Maestro middleware – in particular the pool manager, which is theonly shared resource.
• Experiment 2 – scalability with multiple pool managers Run one pool man-ager for every 10 producer-consumer pairs and keep everything elseidentical to experiment 1. This allows testing the scaling of the Maes-tro data communication patterns separately from the scalability of theMaestro metadata handling in the pool manager.
• Experiment 3 – direct comparison Run both a full Maestro-enabled work-flow and full original, fdb-based one. We vary the number of producer-consumer pairs as in the previous experiments, but we now also varythe number of steps of the mock forecast to keep them equal to thenumber of producers. This is to maintain parity between the simula-tions – since the number of consumers is equal to the number of stepsin the original workflow, while they equal to the number of ensemblemembers (producers) in the Maestro-enabled one. It is the fairest waywe can directly compare the two workflows.
• Experiment 4 – scalability with increasing steps and data-object sizes Runa Maestro-enabled workflow with 10 producer-consumer pairs and onepool manager. We then vary only the number of steps and the sizes ofthe data objects. This ensures that the number of objects the PM needsto manage simultaneously remains flat, while the total amount of dataprocessed by the workflow is increased.

In essence, we can increase the workload in three different ways: by increas-ing the number of ensemble members, by increasing the number of stepsand by increasing the size of each data object. In experiments 1 and 2, weincrease only the ensemble numbers, in experiment 3, we increase both en-semble members and steps for the sake of fair comparison with fdb, andin experiment 4, we increase that data volume while keeping the rate ofmetadata communications constant.Figure 5 illustrates the difference in the ways the workloads increase inexperiments 1 and 2 compared with experiment 3. Under ideal scaling, therun times of experiments 1 and 2 would be expected to remain flat, while thatof experiment 3 would be expected to increase linearly.All experiments are executed on Piz Daint1 at the Swiss National Super-computing Centre.
1https://www.top500.org/system/177824/
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Figure 5: Experiments 1,2 and 3 Comparison of the total numbers of CDOs pro-cessed in the workflows with increasing number of ensemble members (pro-ducers). In experiments 1 and 2 (green), the number of steps always equalsto the number of producers; in experiment 3 (red), the number of steps isalways 50.
2.6.1 Experiment 1 – scalability with a single pool manager

We aim to take a closer look at how the Maestro-enabled workflow itself per-forms with increasing workload and see when the pool manager may hit acontention point. For this, we define the following setting.
• Each of the producers, consumers and the Maestro pool manager runson a separate node.
• Each producer creates 1223 fields of size 804KiB per step, amounting toa total of around 960MiB data per step.
• Each consumer is running one broker and eleven workers, making useof all the cores available on the node (hyperthreading is turned off). Thebroker is responsible for requesting the data and every worker is re-sponsible for picking up a request and execute the corresponding datatransfer and post-processing.
• The number of steps is set to 50 across all runs to guarantee that eachproducer and each consumer processes the same amount of data.

We measure three sets of runs for a range of producer-consumer numbers –1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 – and use three different consumer configurations.
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Figure 6: Experiment 1 Total execution time for the Maestro-enabled work-flow for three different configurations: (a) metadata communications only;
(b) metadata communications and data transfer; (c) metadata communica-tions, data transfer and post-processing.
1. Consumer retracts the request for the data – no data transfer takesplace but there is metadata communication.
2. Consumer demands the data but does not post-process it – metadatacommunication and data transfer are measured. This is in effect an I/Obenchmark.
3. Consumer demands the data and post-processes it – actual scientificwork is carried out instead of only executing the I/O benchmark.

Since every producer and every consumer processes the same amount ofdata across the entire experiment, perfect scaling would indicate constantexecution times (bars with similar heights). Figure 6 shows the results fordifferent producer-consumer numbers.The first observation to make is that for relatively small numbers of nodes,the majority of the work is spent on post-processing computations. This is anideal position to be in because most of the post processing task is ’embar-rassingly paralleliseable’ and we can simply increase the number of workers2.The second point to note is that there is practically no difference betweenthe case when the data transfer is initiated and when the data transferis skipped, suggesting that data transfer is very fast compared with the
2A limit to that is the number of available cores on the node as the current Maestro-enabled workflow is thread-based.
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metadata communications. The current experiment has a large number ofrelatively small fields, each with a size of 804KiB, and that may contribute tothe fact that metadata operations dominate.A third observation worth making is that the performance measurementsfor larger number of nodes (between 30 and 50) indicate that the post-processing work and the work associated with obtaining the required dataare overlapped successfully. In cases where the metadata operations domin-ate, there is about 10% overhead for carrying out the post-processing tasks inaddition. This is because most of the communication with the pool-manageris handled by the broker thread.
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Figure 7: Experiment 2 Total execution time for theMaestro-enabled workflow,using one pool manager per ten producer-consumer pairs, and for three dif-ferent configurations: (a)metadata communications only; (b)metadata com-munications and data transfer; (c) metadata communications, data transferand post-processing.

2.6.2 Experiment 2 – scalability with multiple pool managers

To work around the limitations of the single-threaded pool manager, we haverun the same scaling experiment as shown in Figure 6 but configured theworkflow so that there is one pool manager for every 10 producers and 10consumers. This is possible with the Maestro-enabled workflow as we havemodified the logic so that data is consumed per producer, rather than perstep and across all producers. Nevertheless, it introduces a reduction in thegenerality of the Maestro-pool manager because the assumption that it caninitiate data transfer between any two components of the workflow is lost.
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Figure 8: Experiment 1 and 2 The total number of CDOs processed per secondfor the Maestro-enabled workflow for six different configurations: (a) singlePM metadata communications only; (b) single PM metadata communicationsand data transfer; (c) single PM metadata communications, data transfer andpost-processing. (d)multiple PM metadata communications only; (e)multiplePM metadata communications and data transfer; (f) multiple PM metadatacommunications, data transfer and post-processing.
Consequently, it is primarily meant to demonstrate the potential of a multi-threaded and/or distributed pool manager, which is the Maestro design.Figure 7 shows that perfect scaling is achieved for metadata communica-tions and data transfer, while the scaling is slightly suboptimal when the post-processing is also carried out. Figure 8 depicts the rate at which the numberof CDOs are processed across the entire workflow for both the single PM case(experiment 1) and the multiple PM case (experiment 2). The single-threadedPM scales perfectly until about ten producers and ten consumers, and thereis a clear deterioration of performance beyond that point. The workflow withmultiple PMs maintains the near-perfect scaling up to 50 producer-consumerpairs, the largest workflow studied.
2.6.3 Experiment 3 – direct comparison

We aim to compare the Maestro-enabled workflow and the original, fdb-based workflow from the perspective of the I/O workload and, in particu-lar, from the perspective of how quickly can data pass through the work-flow. Both workflows are thus executed in dry-run mode where each pgenjob’s work is restricted to retrieving and taking ownership of the data while
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Figure 9: Experiment 3 Total execution time for workflows based on FDB andthe Maestro middleware. The Maestro-enabled workflow is run with either asingle pool-manager or with multiple pool managers, where there is one poolmanager for every 10 producer-consumer pairs.
no post-processing work takes place. This configuration is commonly used inI/O benchmarks. Furthermore, for the sake of fair comparison, we run theworkflows with the following setup.

• Each of the producers, consumers and the Maestro pool manager runson separate node.
• Each producer creates 1223 fields of size 804KiB per step, amounting toa total of around 960MiB data per step.
• The number of steps and number of ensemble members (producers)is identical for any given experiment in both the fdb-based and theMaestro-enabled workflow. This will guarantee that the number ofconsumers is the same between the two workflows, even though oneconsumes data per step while the other consumes data per ensemblemember. This configuration also ensures that the same amount of datawill be produced by one producer as consumed by one consumer.
• The number of workers per consumer job is fixed. The fdb-based work-flow is multi-processed while the Maestro-enabled workflow is multi-threaded, and we need do ensure the same number of CPU cores arededicated to workers in both workflows. Workers do the majority of theprocessing, including retrieving data from the middleware.
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Figure 9 shows the total workflow execution time of the two workflows andfor a range of different number of ensemble members (producers), varyingbetween one and 50. Up to 20 produce-consumer pairs, the Maestro middle-ware shows clear signs of performance benefits even with just one pool man-ager. Beyond that point, however, the single-threaded pool-manager seemssaturated with the large number of requests, which in turn slows down theentire Maestro-enabled workflow below that of the respective fdb-based one.On the other hand, when multiple pool-managers are used, the perform-ance benefits of the Maestro-enabled workflow are maintained all the way to50 ensemble members. There is a significant gain over the fdb-based work-flow and the workflow also scales linearly, which is expected given that thenumber of steps are increased at the same rate as the number of producers.
2.6.4 Experiment 4 – scalability with increasing steps and data-object

sizes

Experiments 1 and 2 show that there is no performance difference betweenthe cases when we are only carrying out the metadata manipulations neces-sary for the data transfer and when we are also executing the data trans-fer. That is because our current model workflow (based on our current op-erational ensemble forecast) consists of a large number of relatively small(804KiB) data objects. However, we are also interested in much larger dataobjects as we anticipate increases in the resolution of our ensemble system inthe coming years. Figure 10 shows the Maestro-enabled workflow times of aset of ten-producer, ten-consumer experiments, and for three different data-object sizes: 804KiB, 4.4MiB and 15MiB. These sizes represent a typical fieldfrom the current operational ensemble forecast and two from possible futureensemble forecasts with increased resolution. We are, again, executing dry-runs, where the post-processing step is omitted, once the data is delivered tothe consumer.Crucially, we observe linear scaling with step sizes and no significant dif-ferences with object sizes. This is a significant result that suggests that theMaestro-enabled workflow is capable of transferring data between the work-flow components at a much higher rate than the fdb-based workflow. Somuch so that the cost of the data transfer is still negligible compared with themetadata communications in all three cases.The achieved transfer rate seen from the application averages at around700MiB/s measured by a single worker; it peaks at 1.12GiB/s per worker for15MiB-sized objects. The transfer rate per node may be higher depending onthe extent to which data transfer is serialised at the network interface. With15MiB data objects the total transfer rate is around 4.47GiB/s per node. Fora workflow of 50 producers, 50 consumers and 5 PMs that amounts to anaggregate total of 220GiB/s.Another relevant observation is that at a relatively small workflow of 10producer-consumer pairs can handle at least 3500 objects per second at asustained rate. This is highly encouraging for workflows that can make use of
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Figure 10: Experiment 4 Total execution time with increasing number of stepsand for data-object sizes 804KiB, 4.4MiB and 15MiB. 10 producers, 10 con-sumes and 1 single-threaded PM are used. The number of CDOs per step isconstant across all experiments.
multiple pool managers, and for the Maestro development of multi-threadedand distributed pool managers.

3 Computational Fluid Dynamics plus in-situ

analysis

3.1 Introduction

The CEA workflow provided for Maestro is representative of a typical chainingscenario of two simulation codes. Chaining of simulation codes is often usedto model different physics and/or scales, with the output of the first codebeing used as the input of the second with an intermediate data transforma-tion/preparation step and a final post-processing step.Due to the nature of CEA’s activities, our actual simulation codes cannotbe publicly disseminated. As a substitute we will use the open-source proxyapplication HydroC, a 2D hydrodynamic simulation code, to model our twosimulation codes. The chaining mechanism will be represented by a restartof the simulation with a different domain decomposition, the checkpointingdata serving as data exchange between the “two” codes. Two post-processingpipelines are then run consuming HydroC output data: 1/ a custom analyticalprocessing written in python, 2/ a graphical processing with ParaView and
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FFmpeg to produce a movie of the simulation. HydroC uses the CEA HerculeI/O library in order to produce post-processing outputs and checkpoint/re-start.The Maestro-enabled version will consist of modifying the Hercule I/O lib-rary to allow using Maestro CDOs to produce and/or consume simulationdata with the primary objective of executing the processing steps, no longer
post-, but in situ in a loosely coupled fashion (also called in transit). In otherwords, it consists of executing in parallel steps 3-a), 3-b) and 3-c), with simula-tion output data “streamed” from the simulation to the two processing. Thisis shown in the figure below:

3.2 Maestro features

3.2.1 Attribute-based memory choice

The Mamba3 library is providing an abstract memory model which allows theprogrammer to transparently allocate, access, and transport data across het-erogeneous memory tiers. In the case of the Data-Aware Runtime Demon-strator, the hydrodynamic application HydroC is parallelized with MPC-Halos.MPC-Halo is implemented on the top of the Maestro-core so that the applic-ation processes are communicating with Maestro CDOs.The MPC component responsible for the allocation of the simulation datais called MPC Allocator. The idea is to benefit from the Mamba library tothe extent of the handled memory layers: HBM and NVDIMM allocations will
3Mamba has been developed in the partner project Epirgam-HS
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be performed by the MPC Allocator and DRAM, GDRAM, NVRAM, and SSDallocations by the Mamba library (as shown in the figure below).

3.2.2 Data-aware task migration

This feature aims to migrate threads closer to the memory. To do so, 2 stepsare performed:
1. Get the NUMA domain for each CDO
2. Thread worker should be pinned to cores within the same NUMA do-main as the CDO
The figure below shows an example of data-aware task migration.
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3.2.3 Guided I/O

There are 2 kinds of I/O in the demonstrator: the checkpoint I/O and outputI/O. On the one hand, the priority is very low for checkpoint I/O since it is onlyused to restart the demonstrator after a system crash. Yet, on the other hand,output I/O is used at every simulation step for the data post-processing.Guided I/O allows us to prioritize outputs over checkpoints and optimizethe global performances of the whole demonstrator.
3.2.4 CDO data wrapping

The demonstrator will use our I/O library, Hercule, to pass simulation datato/from Maestro. This library attaches a series of attributes to data arrays in-cluding, dimensionality, domain-specific semantic information, and relation-ships between arrays.User-defined attributes are used to generate custom CDOs that containthe metadata needed by Hercule.
3.3 Middleware requirements and current status

The table 26 shows the baseline performances at the beginning of the pro-ject. No major algorithmic changes that affect performances have been per-formed since the D2.4 deliverable. Nevertheless, the Inti system has changedand now performances are slightly better.
System Inti4 Sage5

Test case 2000x2000 ; time (end) = 5
Nodes 1 5 10 1 3 5

Total cores 32 180 320 8 24 40
Time (sec) 150.031 59.654 49.11 163.24 83.17 73.14

Cycles (MCells/s) 31.41 104.64 159.18 6.07 16.10 20.36
Table 15: Execution time of Computational Fluid Dynamics plus in-situ ana-lysis Baseline
This is the list of the requirements provided in the deliverable “D2.3 Mid-dleware Requirements and API Design”.

Reference in D2.3 R1.21

Description Maestro must allow a conceptual data organizationbased on the following data container concepts:
Validation Most simulation codes and tools at CEA use the in-houseHercule library to perform IO-related tasks. To minimizethe effort to use Maestro, we intend to port Hercule ontop of Maestro (using Maestro as a backend store). Thisis a fundamental organization of data within Hercule.
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Evaluation status Partially validated. Records and collections are effect-ively supported in the Maestro middleware with theuse of groups. However, the ability to handle multi-dimensional arrays is still to be validated.

Reference in D2.3 R2.2

Description Maestro must provide the ability to add (and query)named attributes (metadata) to data arrays, records,and collections, where these terms are defined in R2.1.
Validation As the Hercule I/O library (which will use Maestro) ma-nipulates data objects but also groups of data objects,the ability to use named attributes on data objects andgroups of data objects will facilitate it.
Evaluation status Not validated.

Reference in D2.3 R2.3

Description Maestro should provide a way to hierarchically group re-lated data arrays within a record (and query this groupstructure), similar to HDF5 groups.
Validation This will assist in porting the Hercule I/O library on top ofMaestro (though this hierarchical organization could beimplemented in the data naming, having a native systemfor hierarchical grouping would be more efficient).
Evaluation status Not validated.

Reference in D2.3 R2.4

Description A data collection must accommodate records producedby multiple independent producers (see R2.1 for thedefinition of ‘collection’ and ‘records’). Hence, the la-belling of data records is at least a 2-tuple made of a se-quence integer (the sequence number of a record withthe list of records) and a producer ID integer. Maestromust provide an indexing or attribute system to be ableto support this.
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Validation When one of the simulations writes data with the Her-cule I/O library, each rank produces a record that is self-describing and contains all data andmetadata producedby that rank. Unlike in other I/O libraries, these recordsare not combined to produce a global view of the do-main (or a different domain decomposition). They arewritten as-is (keeping the same domain decomposition).The recombination into a different domain decomposi-tion is deferred until reading if needed. This is the de-fault behaviour and is part of optimisation for writing.
This principle implies that records are indexed by theirissuing sequence (here the time step number) and bythe producer id (here the MPI rank). Therefore, to al-low porting Hercule to leverage Maestro, it must providean indexing or attribute system compatible with this ap-proach.

Evaluation status Partially validated. Records seem to be quite well accom-modated within groups. Yet, validation is still to be per-formed.

Reference in D2.3 R2.5

Description In ‘streaming’ mode, a data collection should accom-modate multiple consumers organized into groups, sim-ilar to Kafka groups (or Redis Stream consumer groups).Records are broadcasted to all consumer groups. Con-sumers within a consumer group retrieve records froma queue.
Validation This allows mixing two types of pattern:
Evaluation status Partially validated. Records are broadcast to all con-sumers. A queue is set when multiple consumers areretrieving the same record simultaneously. However,groups of consumers are not yet validated.

Reference in D2.3 R2.6

Description Maestro should provide a configuration system to de-scribe properties of the workflow/pipelines for which itwill manage the data exchange, where these propertiesare known in advance.
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Validation An example property that could be leveraged by Maes-tro at configuration time would be the identifiers of datathat are known to be consumed by a consumer applic-ation. Let’s say a simulation code dumps many physicalquantities, but for a particular workflow, the consumerapplication only requires a few of them. This is a piece ofinformation that Maestro could leverage to avoid trans-porting data from the producer application that will notbe consumed at all.
Evaluation status Validated. The Maestro middleware’s support for work-flows is appropriate. For each workflow, a pool managermay be started to handle records separately.

Reference in D2.3 R2.7

Description In ‘streaming’mode, a consumer should have the oppor-tunity to declare in advance (in configuration) the dataarrays it will consume.
Validation In CEA’s simulation pipelines, upstream simulationcodes producemany arrays that are not necessarily con-sumed by downstream consuming applications. Thearrays consumed is information that is often availableahead of time (e.g. the user knows that its consumingapplication only reads pressure fields). Maestro couldleverage this knowledge to optimise data flow (filtering)between producer and consumer applications.
Evaluation status Validated. Consumers have the opportunity to requirerecords and post a demand request once the data is ef-fectively needed.

Reference in D2.3 R2.8

Description Maestro must provide the ability to persist indefinitely adata object provided that one of the storage tiers man-aged by Maestro is non-volatile.
Validation Required if Maestro is to replace an existing I/O stack.
Evaluation status Not validated. Persistency is not yet supported in the cur-rent Maestro development version.

Reference in D2.3 R2.9
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Description Relates to R2.8
When used for persisting data produced by an applic-ation, Maestro should provide the ability to configurewhich group of data objects is persisted.

Validation An application may produce different data collectionsserving different purposes. The user should be able toinstruct Maestro which collection needs to be persisted.
Evaluation status Not validated. Relates to R2.8

Reference in D2.3 R2.10

Description Relates to R2.8.
When used for persisting data produced by an applica-tion, Maestro should provide the ability to specify a sub-sampling rate of persistence or filter.

Validation This allows different branches of a pipeline to work ondifferent data flow rates. In particular, the main simu-lation branch executed ‘in transit’ can work on a higherdata flow rate to have refined data processing.
Evaluation status Not validated. Relates to R2.8

3.4 Performance results

The table 26 shows the performances of the workflow without Maestro. Werealized experimentations on Inti: a platform composed of dual-socket In-tel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2698 v3 (Haswell) nodes, each with 16 cores at 2.3 GHz,equipped with Mellanox MT27600 (Connect-IB) InfiniBand boards. Has theInti system has changed during the project, we decided to re-run all the testcases to have a fair performance comparison.
Test A B CNodes 1 3 5Total cores 32 96 160Time (sec) 47.863 30.096 28.302Cycles (MCells/sec) 44.89 107.46 165.89

Table 26: Execution time of Computational Fluid Dynamics plus in-situ ana-lysis without Maestro
The same tests have been performed with the Maestro enabled version(last version at the end of the project). The results are summarized in table27 As we can see in the tables, the overall execution time with the Maestroenabled version is faster than the execution time without Maestro. Never-
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Test A B CNodes 1 3 5Total cores 32 96 160Time (sec) 30.661 10.368 6.245Cycles (MCells/sec) 27.56 84.08 143.91
Table 27: Execution time of Computational Fluid Dynamics plus in-situ ana-lysis with Maestro
theless, we can also see that the throughput (cells per time) is lower with theMaestro enabled version. The throughput is calculated using the executionof the overall HydrocC application. Thus, the throughput is impacted by theperformances of the Hercule library. Due to a lack of time, the Hercule libraryis less efficient with Maestro than the original one without Maestro. We stillhave to optimize the critical path for the Hercule + Maestro version.
3.5 Conclusion

During the Maestro project, we were able to optimize the overall executionof the Computational Fluid Dynamics plus in-situ analysis benchmark. Thisbenchmark is representative of real workflows at CEA. The gain is significanton a small number of nodes (36% with 1 node) and even larger when thenumber of nodes increases (78% with 5 nodes). The gains are obtained in thedata management between codes. Regarding the execution of the simulationcode, there are still some optimizations to do in the Hercule library to improveMaestro core usage.

4 Global Earth Modelling system TerrSysMP

4.1 Introduction

As described in D2.1, the Terrestrial Systems Modelling Platform (TerrSysMPor TSMP) targets the simulation of interactions between lateral flow processesin river basins and lower atmospheric layers. This is achieved by combin-ing three model components COSMO, CLM, and Parflow. The coupling isdone using OASIS3-MCT which is an external coupler. The COSMO-model isa non-hydrostatic limited-area atmospheric model developed by the COnsor-tium for Small-scale MOdelling. The Community Land Model (CLM) is used tostudy the effect of terrestrial ecosystems on climate. Finally, Parflow (PARallelFLOW) is an integrated hydrology model used to simulate surface and sub-surface flow. To couple all three models OASIS3-MCT is used, which is a fullyparallel implementation for coupling field re-gridding and exchange.
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4.2 Maestro features

Given the highly optimized and fine-tuned nature of the OASIS-MCT3 coupler,we do not expect any performance benefit from porting the application toMaestro. The objective instead is to show the suitability of Maestro’s generalapproach as a coupler for the applications which currently used a specializedcoupler. As such, the objective is to at least achieve comparable performancewith the OASIS-MCT3 coupler. Apart from that, the use of Maestro removesthe requirement to write an application specific coupler for the use case ofthe application. This is described in more detail in the Results section.
4.2.1 Transparent Transformation of 2D Fields

As part of the effort done in WP2, we have identified two possible opportun-ities for leveraging Maestro in TerrSysMP. First, we consider the opportunityof exchanging 2D fields between climate models. For demonstration pur-poses, we will focus only on the interaction of two models, specifically CLMand ParFlow. The target is to replace OASIS3-MCT as a coupler in the processof exchanging the 2D fields. The fields need to be transferred, remapped, andinterpolated by the Maestro middleware.

4.3 Covered Middleware Requirement and Current Status

Reference in D2.3 R4.1

Description Redistribution of Parallel Fields
Validation Given a function which takes in data from multiple MPIRanks, and outputs data to multiple MPI Ranks, a redis-tribution schema allows for abstracting away the red-sitribution logic.
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Evaluation status Partially Validated (The data members which are trans-ferred through OASIS coupler have been ported to useMaestro CDOs. In that case, in terms of programmingdesign, it was a better design to do a point to point com-munication, instead of a gather and scatter paradigm.For a more complete validation, there needs to be sup-port for Distributed CDOs in Maestro. Distributed CDOssupport in Maestro will allow sections of CDOs to bemarked with the destination node of the CDOs. This willreduce )

Reference in D2.3 R4.2

Description Row and Column-Major Layout Transformation of theArray
Validation Required for functional correctness.
Evaluation status Validated (Maestro CDO Attributes make the transform-ation automatic without any special attention neededfrom the programmer.)
4.4 Results

There are two modes along with the evaluation of the Maestro port ofTerrSysMP is expected to be done:
1. Runtime Performance
2. Programming Effort

4.4.1 Runtime Performance

In terms of performance, we can see that the OASIS and the Maestro versionperform similarly.
1. OASIS version : 30 seconds mean (min: 28, max 45)
2. Maestro version: 34 seconds mean (min: 30, max 40)

4.4.2 Programming Effort

We have to make some assumptions in order to compare the programmingeffort of using TerrSysMP with Oasis Coupler as against using TerrSysMP withMaestro coupler. In particular, we make the following assumptions:
1. For the baseline, we assume that the codebases of Parflow, CLM, Oasisand Maestro are given to us, and that no programming effort is involvedin obtaining that.
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2. We qualitatively evaluate the changes that we have to make in the codein order to make a functioning port of TerrSysMP with both Maestro andOasis Coupler.
Given these assumptions, we have the following advantages of Maestro incomparison with the OASIS-MCT3 coupler
1. Maintainability
As described earlier, the use of Maestro removes the requirement towrite an application specific coupler for the use case of the application.This is described in more detail in the Results section. For example, theTerrSysMP software is currently implemented by patching the compon-ent application with the patching code. A separate set of patches has tobe maintained for each separate use case. This can often result in bugs,and different use cases falling out of sync with each other. Currently,there are at least three different use cases that have to be kept in syncmanually by manually reimplementing patches from one use case intoanother.
With Maestro, only the component applications have to be ported touse Maestro, and the coupler part is not needed to be implemented.Furthermore, the Maestro-enabled port of the application can be usedin a standalone manner as well, without any loss of either functional-ity or performance. This allows the coupling code to be incorporatedinto the upstream, and therefore reduce the maintenance burden ofthe coupling code.

2. Debuggability
On Oasis MCT3 coupler based TerrSysMP, the data transfer betweenParflow and CLM is assymetric. This is reflected in the code where ma-jority of data send and receive code is mostly written in Parflow. Thisalso affects the execution flow of TerrSysMP with CLM’s execution flowbeing dependent on Parflow’s execution flow.
In contrast, the data sending/receiving code for Maestro based imple-mentations are symmetric. This also separates the execution flow ofthe two applications. During development, a major advantage of thismethod is that the applications can now be developed and tested inisolation from each other by using pre-generated data from the otherapplications and feeding it into the Maestro pool manager.

3. Amount of Glue Code
The loosely coupled execution flow allows means that the implementa-tion requires less glue code. Due to the intrusive nature of the OASIS-MCT3 coupler, the amount of glue code needed to be maintained inpatches increases significantly. More specifically, the glue code containsnot just the code required to transfer the data but also coupler specificcode which cannot be up streamed. Specifically, the glue code needs to
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define special buffers to send and receive data and convert them intothe form which can then be consumed by the component application.InMaestro, this code can be up streamed into the component application,and the need for special buffers go away.

5 Electronic structure calculation library SIRIUS

5.1 Introduction

The DFT Loop mini-app is part of the SIRIUS package, a domain-specific lib-rary for electronic structure codes developed at ETHZ/CSCS. This mini-appis used to benchmark all components of the DFT self-consistency cycle – di-agonalization of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, charge density construction,mixing and generation of the effective potential – using a pseudopotentialor full-potential method. The diagonalization-based methods used in thosecore algorithms rely heavily on linear algebra operations. They are usuallycompute-intensive and thus are the perfect candidates for GPU acceleration.However, the matrices involved in the calculation are usually large and do notalways fit into the memory of a device. This implies significant data move-ments between CPU and GPU memories.
5.2 Maestro features

The Maestro-enabled version of our workflow will impact the low-level layerof the SIRIUS library. Maestro will be a substitute for memory managementand the memory_pool classes. Chunks of data will be encapsulated into aCDO (Core Data Object) and given to Maestro. The GPU component willask ownership of the data either using Maestro pool operations or Maestro’stransformation API and Mamba, process it, and give it back to Maestro andSIRIUS.
5.2.1 Move data from CPU to GPU memory

When the data cannot fit into GPU memory, allocation/deallocation is cur-rently manually done by blocks, meaning that the memory management isfully controlled by the developer. This memory management is implementedin a dedicated library within SIRIUS. The data movements are synchronous. AGPU kernel cannot start until all the data is available on the device. It is alsoimportant to note that the source of the data is not in use during the transfer.In addition, the host memory always stores the correct and valid data arrays.This use case goal is to replace the smartness of moving data created bya developer of SIRIUS with Maestro’s capabilities to handle CPU-GPU datamovements using a generic abstraction. In that way, it simplifies the code ofSIRIUS or any other applications using Maestro and enables such applications
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to delegate the smartness and portability among different GPU hardware ofdata movements to Maestro.In terms of workflow, SIRIUS creates the initial dataset in the host memoryand gives the dataset ownership to Maestro. Later on, SIRIUS requests suchdata to Maestro in the GPU memory. Maestro is responsible to manage thetransfer of the data from the CPU to the GPU to fulfil the request. Once thedata is on the GPU, the ownership is transferred back to SIRIUS.
5.2.2 Management of memory resources

Copying data to the GPUmemory for computation implies repeatedly allocat-ing and deallocating GPU memory. The same behaviour is also observed onhost memory. As the frequency of allocation and deallocation is correlatedto the number of steps required for computation like described in UC3.1,a performance overhead is observed when the number of memory opera-tions performed on both memories is high. A memory pool where allocatedmemory spaces are re-used is necessary to mitigate this overhead. Maestroshould provide a similar capability.
5.3 Middleware Requirement and Current Status

Reference in D2.1 R3.1

Description Grant ownership of data to Maestro
Validation Data allocated through the mdarray library will be“given” to Maestro that will get ownership on it.That way, Maestro will be able to take data move-ment decisions from host to GPU memory or theopposite way.
Status/feedback Validated, ownership is managed by means ofwrapper pointer types provided by Mamba.
Evaluation metric Semi-automatic data partitioning.

Reference in D2.1 R3.2

Description Indicate Maestro tomove or allocate data to a par-ticular tier of memory.
Validation While giving ownership of data to Maestro, thecalling process (host) implicitly or explicitly re-quests an allocation on the GPU to move data.
Status/feedback Validated, data movement and allocation on a par-ticular memory tier is handled by means of spe-cific Mamba functions.
Evaluation metric Semi-automatic data partitioning.
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Reference in D2.1 R3.3

Description Require data owned by Maestro.
Validation Both the CPU and the GPUwill require data ownedby Maestro. The GPU will ask for ownership to ap-ply linear algebra algorithms. The CPUwill retrieveownership afterward.
Status/feedback Validated, CPU and GPU data management func-tions are provided by Mamba to obtain data ac-cess on both memory layers.
Evaluation metric Semi-automatic data partitioning.

Reference in D2.1 R3.4

Description Maestro can manage memory resources (includ-ing allocation and deallocation) across multiplelayers of the memory hierarchy.
Validation Allocation and deallocation will be carried out byMaestro on both sides, CPU and GPU memories.
Status/feedback Validated, memory allocation and deallocation isfully managed by Mamba on both memory layers.
Evaluation metric Automatic memory pool management

Reference in D2.1 R3.6

Description Maestro can move data from one memory spaceto another
Validation Maestro will have to move data from the CPUmemory to the GPU high-bandwidth memory forcomputation.
Status/feedback Validated, Mamba provides a data tile duplicatefunction for CPU to GPU data transfer manage-ment.
Evaluation metric Semi-automatic data partitioning.

Reference in D2.1 R3.7

Description Maestro can manage different memory spaceswithin a node
Validation In our demonstrator, Maestro will manage twotypes of memory: the CPU memory and the high-bandwidth memory available on the accelerator.
Status/feedback Validated, data is managed on both memoryspaces by means of Mamba functions.
Evaluation metric Automatic memory pool management

In order to test the discussed capabilities of the Maestro-enabled work-flow, a DFT Loop mini-app simulating the data movement involved in Siriuscomputations has been implemented. In the mini-app, all the basic memorymanagement and computational operations performed in a SIRIUS calcula-
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tion relevant for this project are performed:
• CPU matrix and vector memory allocation
• Blocking of these allocations to make them fit in GPU memory
• Loop over the blocks and transfer to GPU memory
• CUDA kernel execution (matrix-vector internal product)
• Transfer of the result to CPU

All the memory management operations of the above list are manuallyperformed in the mini-app. Particularly, this means that the developer isresponsible for computing the correct data index ranges for matrix andvector blocks, taking into account data strides and incomplete blocks, andfor the calls to CUDA API for data transfer. By means of the Mamba library,an updated version of the mini-app has been developed: thanks to the APIsexposed by the library, all the manual memory management operations havebeen moved to the library itself. This include the block construction (tiling, inMamba language), loop over blocks and data transfers. Also the data accessat CUDA kernel level is performed by making use of Mamba functions. Whilethe resulting source code is larger, in terms of lines of code number, theporting effort is completely justified by simplification in developing someerror prone code blocks. Moreover, by only changing a Mamba keywordidentifying the so called GPU execution context, the mini-app has beensuccessfully ported to an AMD accelerated system. The only other requiredcode change, not related to Mamba, were of course the CUDA function callsand keywords that has been translated to HIP. As an example of the coderesulting from the porting activity, the loops over the matrix and vector tilesis reported:
Original version

for ( block_id_row = 0; block_id_row < num_blocks_height ; block_id_row++ ) } {
for ( b lock_ id_co l = 0 ; b lock_ id_co l < num_blocks_width ; b lock_ id_co l ++ ) {

offset_mat = block_id_row * gpu_block_height * matrix_width +b lock_ id_co l * gpu_block_width ;o f fset_vector = b lock_ id_co l * gpu_block_width ;
i f ( ( block_id_row + 1) * gpu_block_height > matrix_height )current_block_height = matrix_height % gpu_block_height ;
else current_block_height = gpu_block_height ;
i f ( ( b lock_ id_co l + 1) * gpu_block_width > matrix_width )current_block_width = matrix_width % gpu_block_width ;
else current_block_width = gpu_block_width ;
s ir ius_generate_valence_gpu_kernel ( matrix , matrix_width , offset_mat ,current_block_height , current_block_width ,vector , o f fse t_vector ) ;}}
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Mamba version
for ( s i z e _ t t i = 0 ; t i < matr ix_t i l ing_dims−>d [ 0 ] ; ++ t i ) {

for ( s i z e _ t t j = 0 ; t j < matr ix_t i l ing_dims−>d [ 1 ] ; ++ t j ) {
s ta t = mmb_index_set ( vector_block_idx , t j ) ;s ta t = mmb_tile_at ( mba_vector , vector_block_idx , &vector_block ) ;s ta t = mmb_index_set ( matrix_block_idx , t i , t j ) ;s ta t = mmb_tile_at (mba_matrix , matrix_block_idx , &matrix_block ) ;
mmbArrayTile *vector_gpu_block ;s ta t = mmb_tile_duplicate ( vector_block , gpu_interface , MMB_READ_WRITE ,layout_vector_host , &vector_gpu_block ) ;
mmbArrayTile *matrix_gpu_block ;s ta t = mmb_tile_duplicate ( matrix_block , gpu_interface , MMB_READ_WRITE ,layout_matrix_host , &matrix_gpu_block ) ;
sirius_generate_valence_cpu_kernel_mamba ( matrix_gpu_block , vector_gpu_block ) ;
s ta t = mmb_tile_merge ( matrix_gpu_block , MMB_OVERWRITE ) ;}}

5.4 Performance results

Performances are evaluated in terms of the following indicators:
1. Code implementation complexity
2. Portability
3. Number of memory allocations/transfers
Results concerning the first two parameters have been already discussedin the previous section, we will therefore focus on the memory managementaspects. Focus has been given to the number and size of CPU/GPU alloca-tions and to the number and size of CPU to GPU (and back) memory trans-fers. The result reported below have been measured using some specificallydeveloped functions to count the number and size of the above operations,by means of Mamba statistics measurement functions and by means of theNVIDIA NSIGHT performance analysis tool. Measurements were done withthe following input data:
• Matrix sizes: 100000x1000 (data type: double)
• Vector size: 1000
• Block sizes: 32x32
• Cuda block size: 32x32 threads
• Cuda grid size: 3125x32 blocks
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Number(size) CPUallocations
Number(size) GPUallocations

Number(size) GPUto CPUtransfers

Number(size) CPUto GPUtransfersOriginalRM 100003(2400 MB) 200000(825 MB) 100000(800 MB) 200000(825 MB)OriginalCM 100003(2400 MB) 100032(800 MB) 100000(800 MB) 100032(800 MB)MambaRM 200003(1681.6MB)
400000(906.6 MB) 100000(800 MB) 400000(906.6 MB)

MambaCM 100032(1643.2MB)
200064(843.2 MB) 100000(800 MB) 200064(843.2 MB)

Table 30: SIRIUS mini-app memory profiling
The particular shape of the matrix, with a much larger number of rows withrespect to the number of columns, has been selected to reflect the typicalshape of the "tall and skinny" matrices characterizing the matrix-vector innerproduct calculations needed by SIRIUS. Results are reported for two differentvariants of the Mamba mini-app version: the loop over matrix blocks is com-posed by two nested loop, since matrix blocks are identified by a row anda column index pair. The two loops can be ordered in two different ways,row major and column major: the original mini-app implements a row-majorordering that while the Mamba version has been implemented in both vari-ants. Loop reordering has been introduced in the original mini-app as well,for a fair comparison. The obtained results are reported in table 30, whereRM and CM in the mini-app version rows identify the Row Major and ColumnMajor variants respectively.As can be seen from the above Table, the number of GPU allocationsand CPU to GPU transfer are twice the number in a comparison betweenthe original mini-app and the one ported to Mamba, if the same loop or-dering is considered (i.e., Original RM compared to Mamba RM): the addi-tional memory operations represents the overhead caused by the usage ofthe Mamba library. A similar increment in memory operations is present bycomparing the RM and CM versions of the same mini-app implementations,in this case caused by the missed data reuse in the RM version for the vectorelements, whose block set is transferred during each new row iteration to theGPU. GPU to CPU number and size of transfers is instead exactly the samein all cases since the only operation involving data transfer in that directionis the update of the output matrix and the same strategy is adopted in allmini-app version.
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5.5 Conclusions

Porting of the Sirius mini-app, from the original manual memory manage-ment version to the one where this task is fully based on Mamba library us-age, has shown some valuable advantages mostly related to code readabil-ity and maintainability: the total number of lines of code increased but, asshown in the previous section, the maintainability of the updated code hasincreased. Thanks to the functionalities provided by the Mamba library, allthe data tiling operations are automatically managed and tile indexing calcu-lations, which could be error prone, are not needed anymore. Code abstrac-tion and memory access safety has increased as well, since developers canuse iterators to access the tiles instead of dealing with index ranges. It mustbe observed that the adoption of the Mamba library does not affect codeportability: the Mamba based mini-app has been ported to AMD GPU withjust a small change in the code, corresponding to the request of an executioncontext for GPU memory registration. All the above advantages come at thecost of a small overhead in terms of performances that does not invalidatethe advantages of the described approach.

6 Concluding Remarks

This document presents the final evaluation of the Maestro middleware fromthe applications’ perspectives. Figure 11 shows the summary of the final re-quirement evaluation effort, as a breakdown per application partner. Fromthe requirements and performance evaluation, we can draw the following fi-nal conclusions.
• The Maestro middleware is capable of handling complex metadata-driven workflows, primarily thanks to its dedicated pool manager, sup-port for metadata attached to data object, and its subscription-basedevent-handling architecture.
• With an essentially single-threaded pool manager, the Maestro middle-ware has been able to outperform the existing, filesystem-based versionof the IFSmodel workflow up to a 61-node (30 producers, 30 consumers,1 pool manager) configuration.
• Using multiple pool managers, the Maestro middleware has outper-formed the existing IFS model workflow up to a 105-node (50 producers,50 consumers, 5 pool managers) configuration by a significant (around2.5 times) margin. This was the largest workflow we have executedas part of application demonstration. However, the workflow indicatesscaling that we would also expect to achieve with muchmore nodes andbigger workflows, as we move towards exascale computing.
• Using multiple pool managers, it is also possible to achieve ’perfect’ scal-ing, in particular when one pool manager is used for every 20 client ap-
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plications (10 producers, 10 consumers). However, this reduces the gen-erality inherent in the Maestro design, so it used only to demonstratethe strong promise of a multithreaded or distributed implementation ofthe pool manager.
• TheMaestro-enabled version of the CFD plus in-situ analysis benchmarkhas shown significant performance gains, reaching 78% with 160 coreson five nodes, over the original benchmark. The gains are mainly thanksto improved data management between code components.
• The use of the Maestro middleware removes the requirement to writean application-specific coupler. This means that the Maestro-enabledversion reduces the amount of glue code needed for coupling applic-ations and improves the ability to debug applications during develop-ment.
• The Maestro middleware has also been shown to improve code main-tainability in a heterogeneous GPU/CPU environment as it takes overmanaging data tiling operations and increases code abstraction andsafety of memory access.
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Figure 11: Number of validated, partially validated and unvalidated require-ments per applications partners. The basis for this is the set of requirementsdefined by each application partner during the Maestro co-design effort, al-though not every requirement was planned to be demonstrated.
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